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Abstract

About 120 garment workers presented to emergency medicine department, with history of inhalation of unknown gas that was leaking from an abandoned cylinder at vacant plot near to their work place. In this case report, management and medico legal issues thereof are discussed.
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Introduction

Management of mass casualties is always a challenge to health care providers. About 120 patients presenting to emergency medicine with inhalation of unknown gas in a time period of 15 to 60 minutes of exposure. A co-ordinated effort by doctors of emergency medicine, forensic medicine, nursing staff and hospital security smoothly handled the situation. Basically patients were treated symptom based, except for 3 victims all were treated as outpatients. It was through media that we learnt that it was chlorine gas, subsequently about 3 months later we received the confirmatory report from the forensic science laboratory that it was indeed chlorine gas.

Case Report

On Sept 1 2009, Over 120 people became breathless after inhaling unknown gas from a leaking cylinder at kodichickanahalli near bomannahalli a hub of garment factories. The cylinder was found dumped in an open shed in a vacant site. Around 9; 30 am an obnoxious gas engulfed the area and residence of the nearby apartments and garment workers complained of irritation in the eyes, nausea, rashes and difficulty in breathing. Some even collapsed they had to be rushed to the nearby hospitals. The fire force personnel and the police rushed to the spot the fire personnel buried the cylinder and sprinkled water to reduce the effect of the gas.

It was soon learned that a gas cylinder on a vacant site abandoned for more than a year was leaking, by then more people began complaining of breathlessness. Even plants in vicinity turned yellow after exposure to the gas leak.

Out of 120 victims, males constituted 25 victims and females constituted 95 victims, age group 18 to 45 years. The presenting symptoms varied from burning sensation of the eyes(40%), retro sternal burning sensation(60%), nausea(40%), difficulty in breathing(25%), fainting spell(02%). No specific findings were found on physical examination, arterial blood gas analysis and chest x-ray.

114 Patients were treated as outpatient they were given symptomatic treatment like O2 inhalation, Injection Pantocid, Injection hydrocortisone and were sent home with advice to take Tab Pantocid o.d for 3days and to follow up if required and none of them came back for follow up. Only 6 patients were treated as inpatient as they were suffering from fever, loose stools, hysterical behaviour, all were discharged within 3days.

Discussion

Chlorine gas is greenish yellow gas having unpleasant irritating odour. It is an oxidising agent and causes extensive destruction of organic tissues. It combines with tissue to produce Hcl, producing injury and reactive oxygen species. When inhaled, it has an irritant and suffocative effect. The symptoms of acute poisoning are intense irritation of the eyes, and throat and mucous membrane of respiratory passages, with violent coughing and extreme dyspnoea, nausea, vomiting, and spasm of the glottis. Death is caused by cardiac failure following inflammatory oedema of the lung and pulmonary congestion. Chlorine is used as bleaching agent for cotton and paper, for water purification, sewage treatment, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industry (1,2,3).

First issue after arrival of the patients was the nature of gas was unknown; however patients were treated symptomatically and responded to treatment. if the nature of gas was known definitely the nature of treatment would have varied slightly, we would have advised our patients to come for follow up and probably an endoscopy could have been done on patient complaining of abdominal discomfort to exclude gastric ulcer that is formed because of chlorine acting on organic tissue to form hydrochloric
acid and since the same was not known none of the patients were subjected for endoscopy.

It is better for doctors to be aware of various colour codes (4) that are used to identify the gas cylinders. Example: Oxygen cylinders have a white shoulder, nitrous oxide cylinders have a blue shoulder, nitrogen cylinders have a black shoulder, chlorine gas cylinders have a yellow shoulder, carbon dioxide cylinders have a grey shoulder, hydrogen cylinders have a red shoulder and etc.

In the present case fire brigade sprayed water over the leaking cylinder and buried it, the forensic science lab staffs were called to the spot and sample of water around the leaking cylinder was collected and on analysis chlorine was detected (The report was available to us after 3 months). Chlorine gas leak into atmosphere can also be detected by opening a bottle of concentrated ammonium hydroxide which will cause the production of heavy white fumes of ammonium chloride (1).

In the above cases since initially the nature of gas was not known, the blood, vomitus and urine was collected and analysed in 20 victims for identification of poison, and no poison was detected in all the samples.

Conclusion

Poisoning due to various gas leaks is reported occasionally (5). Knowledge of various gases, its effect on human body and treatment thereof is necessary for doctors working at emergency medicine. Identification of gas helps in specific treatment, other than chemical analysis for identification of poison, the colour of leaking cylinder can also aid in identifying the gas. A Poison information and an analytical laboratory at our centre would have hastened in identifying the gas and treatment.
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